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Pharmaceuticals – Rebate verification

Case study

Global pharmaceuticals company operating in over 60 
countries with more than 30,000 employees.

Problem: Need to verify rebates being claimed by 
various distribution partners (dealers) each month. 
Different rules and data formats being supplied by each 
partner.

Solution: Scalable and consistent solution to collect, 
consolidate and verify claims for rebates from each of 
their distribution partners (dealers).

Before: 

q Each dealer has a different format and data structure, 
requiring multiple (manual) instances of same 
process.

q Difficult to scale (i.e. add a new dealer) to the 
process.

q Highly dependent on the knowledge of key staff.

After:

ü Streamlined into a single process for all dealers, 
producing a consistent data format.

ü Highly scalable model. New dealers can be dropped 
in as needed.

ü Systemised solution that can easily be handed over 
to new staff members.
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The process: 
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Dealers: Submit their claims for rebates (based on the amount of product they sold during the month) and their 
understanding of their rebate agreement with the company. Each dealer supplies their claims in a different data format and 
structure.

Company: Maintains a register for each dealer specifying their rebate rules and calculations. (each register is in a different 
format and structure).

SolveXia collects and consolidates the rebate claim files and the dealer register files and the compares the rebates being 
claimed by each dealer to the register (held by the company).

Rejected claims and other data issues are extracted and can be sent back to the dealer for verification.
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Verification status of rebate claims for each dealer and a 
breakdown of the different reasons for claims that failed 
verification.

Sample outputs: 

Extract of rebate claims that failed the verification.
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Key metrics: 

ü Around 3,000 claim records processed each month.
ü Automated for six dealers. Easy to scale for additional dealers.
ü Over 160 steps automated.
ü Automated solution runs in under 20 minutes
ü Automation configured with less than 10 days of effort.
ü Excel based validation reports.

About SolveXia:

SolveXia is an automation, data management and analytics platform used by banks, general and life insurers and 
other companies. The tool is particularly well suited to complex and specialised processes that are repetitive and 
would otherwise rely on spreadsheets, Access databases or macros. Users automate processes by configuring a 
series of drag-and-drop “robots” capable of collecting, validating, transforming and calculating data.

SolveXia executes processes faster (at least 10x), produces more credible and consistent information and enforces 
transparency and audit controls.  By doing so, organisations are more easily able to achieve strategic objectives in 
areas such as compliance, customer/partner engagement and risk-mitigation.


